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TEN-STATE GREAT RIVER ROAD CORRIDOR MANAGEMENT PLAN
America’s Byway of the Mississippi River

Corridor Management Plan Purpose
The Great River Road was established in 1938 by Secretary of Interior Harold Ickes and the
ten Mississippi River state Governors. The Great River Road’s purpose is to 1) serve as a
byway providing access to intrinsic resources along the river’s length, 2) honor the river with
planned context sensitive and complete streets transportation design, and 3) celebrate the Mississippi River as a national
icon applying meaningful interpretation and compelling storytelling. The Great River Road gets people out, actively
engaging with the river’s landscapes and cultures, fostering economic opportunity for river communities large and small.
Since then the Mississippi River Parkway Commission (MRPC) in each state, and collectively as a ten-state
organization, have served as the Great River Road’s byway organization, with support described in statute.
This ten-state corridor management plan (CMP) describes fundamental responsibilities and actions to assure that the
Great River Road continues to be a consistently signed and mapped byway that intentionally provides access to the
Mississippi River’s scenic, natural, historic, archaeological, cultural and recreational intrinsic resources. The CMP will
guide the MRPC and its partners on how to manage the byway’s roads so they tell the river’s stories, encourage active
living, enrich quality of life for today’s residents and tourists alike, foster sustainable economic development, and
steward river resources for future generations to come.
By implementing the CMP the ten states comprising the MRPC and their partners will
continue to provide and promote a superior Mississippi River travel experience within a
legible byway setting. The CMP provides a unifying framework that allows the ten states
to work in an independent, yet coordinated, manner to fulfill the MRPC mission and state
statutes.
Because the Great River Road and Mississippi River corridor are so complex and
enormous this CMP is more general than site specific, acknowledging the byway, river
landscape and supporting agencies and partners are unique and evolving in each state.
This CMP updates the MRPC’s tradition of an ambitious shared vision to carry forward
the national Great River Road within the context of each state.

Corridor Management Plan Process
This CMP was developed by the MRPC based upon past national and state design and corridor management plans,
MRPC Board of Directors and four standing committees work, and general session reviews during MRPC meetings.
Initial implementation priority and responsibility will be determined during the 2018 Strategic Planning meeting and
MRPC Annual meeting, then incorporated into the final Plan.
The CMP development process resulted in the following:

•

•
•

A 10 to 15 year 10-state byway corridor management plan,
National, ten-state and partner synergy required for plan implementation, and
Federal Highway Administration’s National Scenic Byway corridor management plan components met.
The Great River Road is designated by the United States Department of Transportation,
Federal Highway Administration as a national scenic byway in all 10 states, with some
exceptions in Illinois and Missouri. If FHWA opens nominations, the MRPC will seek

All American Road designation in all ten states.
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Ten-State Great River Road Corridor Management Plan Components
Ten areas define Great River Road corridor management to guide 10 to 15 years of coordinated
effort across ten states. Some areas include more detailed management strategies, but each is
vitally important. Implementation of some of the specific strategies (e.g. mapping) will support implementation of other
strategies, thus may have priority, although much of the implementation will be done concurrently and become ongoing.
Implementation priority and responsibility will be determined by MRPC Standing Committees and Board of Directors.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Designated Route Mapping
Wayshowing Guide Signs
Byway Design
Intrinsic Resources
Interpretation and Storytelling
Marketing
Organization – Mississippi River Parkway Commission
Partner Education and Engagement
Byway Traveler
Funding and Resources

1. Designated Route Mapping
Knowing which state and local roads are designated as the Great River Road is critical to managing the byway
infrastructure, partner communication, traveler information, and to providing a safe and pleasant byway
experience.

A. The MRPC will work with the ten state Transportation agencies to
provide the official, correct and maintained Geographic Information
System (GIS) inventory of the Great River Road for the purpose of:

 Informing Transportation agency planning, scoping, design,
construction and maintenance of roads designated as the Great
River Road.

 Assisting travelers with trip planning and while traveling by
providing accurate and drivable print, website, mobile app,
interpretive panel, and other maps,

 Marketing by MRPC, state Commissions, state Tourism
departments, destination marketing organizations, Great River
Road Interpretive Centers and other river attractions

 Working with in-car navigation and online mapping companies to
encourage indicating the GRR as a selectable route by providing
them with the GRR alignment files;
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2. Wayshowing Guide Signs
Wayshowing guide signs are critical to successful byway exploration, and are a
proven branding and marketing tool. The Great River Road is a complicated
route, using hundreds of state and local roads as it follows the meandering
Mississippi River through ten states from its headwaters in Minnesota to the Gulf
of Mexico in Louisiana. While online maps, apps and paper maps supplement
wayfinding, byway travelers need real time on-site signage, too.

A. Work with the ten state Transportation agencies to use existing GIS data
and/or to conduct GIS collector app field surveys of Great River Road
wayshowing guide signage to determine system integrity on both the state
and local road systems designated as the Great River Road.

B. Incorporate the data/survey findings into state Transportation asset
management systems to serve as the official, correct and maintained GIS
inventory of Great River Road wayshowing and review the status of each
state’s wayshowing annually.

C. Use the Manual On Uniform Traffic
Control Devices (MUTCD) to measure
consistency with requirements for location,
size, colors, graphic format, assembly and
condition and address any wayshowing
deficiencies.

D. Educate state and local Transportation
agency staff responsible for planning, scoping,
design, construction and maintenance of roads
designated as the Great River Road about the
correct wayshowing signage locations and
assemblies so the wayshowing is maintained
as part of statewide transportation system
management in all ten states.

E. Promote the Pilot’s Wheel sign as branding, describe its meaning
and instruct travelers to look for the signs to know where to turn.

F. Work with FHWA and the ten state DOTs to allow adding signage on non-byway river crossings and nearby
National Highway System routes providing direction to the Great River Road.

G. Co-locate Great River Road signs with Mississippi River Trails signs, when possible, to increase maintenance
efficiencies, improve wayshowing effectiveness and leverage reciprocal branding.

2018 Ten-State Great River Road Corridor Management Plan
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3. Byway Design
Since its inception in 1938 the Great River Road is intended to be developed and maintained as a parkway-like
byway celebrating and providing access to the Mississippi River. From forest road to Interstate river crossing,
each segment of Great River Road is a river place and a river experience. Each of the hundreds of segments frames
moments in time that cumulatively are the byway experience.
The MRPC needs to work with each transportation agency that owns a section(s) of the Great River Road to
implement CMP byway strategies. Working together, the roads will collectively reinforce an intended sense of
place, uniting the individual roads with a byway context applied to planning, design and maintenance so that each
segment evokes a river experience, even when you can’t see the river. This byway aims for an experience that is
safe, predictable, comfortable and rewarding to the mind, body and spirit of
each traveler.
Applying the byway concept to each road segment is necessary to achieve the
vision, and the investment of time and funding is worth it. People from
around the world, and our fellow neighbors, follow the Great River Road to
experience the many activities the Mississippi River offers: from history buff
to hiker, bicyclist to motorcyclist, antique car club member to excursion boat
passenger, to bird and wildlife watcher, to fisher and hunter, to art hound, to
foodie, to shopper, to photographer and more.
Travel, tourism, and the intrinsic resource management that supports tourism are important industries to our local
and national economies. According to the U.S. Travel Association in 2017 domestic and international inbound
travel and tourism:
• Generated $2.4 trillion for the U.S. economy,
• Supported 15.6 million American jobs.
• Tax revenues generated reduced each U.S. household’s taxes by $1,310.
• Direct spending by resident and international travelers in the U.S. averaged $2.8
billion a day, $118.2 million an hour, $2.0 million a minute and $32,840 a second.
• Directly and indirectly supported one in every nine U.S. non-farm jobs.
• Was the 7th largest employer of all industries in the U.S.
(Source: https://www.ustravel.org/economic-impact)
Applying the byway concept to designated roads will help assure the Great River Road
serves these industries’ transportation needs now and into the future across ten states.
While marketing can get people to visit once, the byway setting along the length of the
Mississippi will have Great River Road travelers planning return visits.
Much has been built since 1938 and a strong built legacy remains in place. However institutional knowledge about
these byway features has waned as MRPC Transportation staff have retired and new staff are not replaced or have
difficulty participating in out of state meetings.
The good news is today’s increased use of geographic information systems
(GIS) by transportation and intrinsic resources management is timely as byway
assets and intrinsic resources management require digital inventories and
analysis to successfully compete for transportation and other funds.
Digital trip planning and travel aids are also needed to attract and retain byway
explorers, so the work to understand what is in place will yield additional
traveler service benefits as this data is incorporated into travel aids and
marketing.
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Byway Design (continued)
Below are specific byway attributes and strategies to develop and maintain the Great River Road.

A. Byway Asset Mapping: Improve MRPC and Transportation agency understanding of the Great River Road and
transportation assets within the right of way of state and local segments
by mapping the location, condition and improvement needs of:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

alignment of the designated Great River Road route,
alignment of the designated Mississippi River Trail (MRT),
wayshowing guide signage locations for Great River Road/ MRT,
scenic easements and scenic areas
rest areas, overlooks, interpretive waysides, travel information
centers,
interpretive panels within the byway right of way.

B. Byway Management Training: Develop training for state and local transportation agencies so they understand
where the mapped assets are, how each asset improves the byway experience, and how ongoing transportation
projects can help contribute to the intended outcomes.

C. Accessibility: Incorporate ADA-compliant accessibility in scoping, design,
construction and maintenance of transportation infrastructure.

D. Multi-modal traffic management: While byways are roads and thus focused on
motorized travel, byways encourage walking, hiking, bicycling, and boating along the
river, and trains, planes and transit to travel its length. A byway integrates traveler
movement between travel modes.

a. Work with state DOTs and local agencies to assess travel rates,
safety, and efficiency issues, including accident types and hotspots,
to determine potential improvements. Ongoing, measure increases
in tourism travel/expenditure and its effects on safety, efficiency
and economic impact.

b. Provide traffic calming, pedestrian access, and crossing of the Great
River Road near overlooks and waysides, local attractions, Great
River Road Interpretive Centers, and multimodal facilities.

c. Provide bicycle accommodation (shoulder, shared lane or separate
path) along the entire length of the Great River Road, but,
particularly in areas that share the MRT designation.

d. Verify MRT signage and shoulder/trail conditions in each state to
assess if they are in accordance with bicycle design guidance and
work with DOTs and County/local road managers to program
needed improvements. Use MRT route data to help market facility
conditions to appropriate bicyclists.

e.

Map multi-modal travel options and encourage transportation agencies to expand and connect these
options along the length of the byway.
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Byway Design (continued)
f. Map and promote multimodal options and connection points by partnering with different entities that
operate Amtrak, local transit, excursion ports, marinas and airports.

g. Address car/ride/bike/scooter/paddle, etc. share programs as local regulations become more established.
h. Pave an unpaved Great River Road segment in Aitkin
County, MN to allow greater use by bicyclists,
motorcyclists, RVs, coach buses, collector cars, etc.
Confirm no other unpaved segments exist to pave too.

i. Adjust the route as needed to best showcase Mississippi
River by getting people closer to the river, intrinsic
resources and multimodal travel options.

j. Identify new places within the right of way to tell the river’s stories and to offer visual and physical access
to the Mississippi River where there are none.

k. Protect the byway experience by encouraging State Patrol and local jurisdictions to enforce weight limits.
l. Encourage byway community festivals and events to provide advance communication about site access
and egress to reduce byway traffic issues.

E. Billboard Controls: Demonstrate compliance with existing local, State, and Federal laws on the control of
outdoor advertising by working with state DOTs to enforce the Highway Beautification Act Outdoor OffPremise Advertising Control regulations.

F. Structural Materials: Reflect and honor the scenic and natural intrinsic
qualities of the Mississippi River by specifying regionally sourced
stone, wood, metal and other materials in transportation infrastructure
construction designs and maintenance. This may or may not cost more
to procure and/or install, so scope projects to account for designs
incorporating intrinsic materials.
a. The Great River Road markets intrinsic Mississippi River
resources including highly valued natural bluffs, granite
outcrops, sand plains, and other geological features. Use no
artificial stone (rusticated concrete, form liner) on Great River
Road, river bridge, rest areas, walls and other transportation
infrastructure as it degrades the byway setting by imitating the
natural attributes that Mississippi River tourists and residents are
coming to see. Instead use form liners to add classic architectural
lines, images or symbols that reflect, not mimic, byway intrinsic
qualities.

b. Develop a transportation infrastructure materials palette of best
and not best practices to help Transportation agencies
understand this principle.
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Byway Design (continued)
G. Vegetation: Incorporate the vegetation management byway outcomes below into state and local transportation
roadside vegetation management plans and road designs in order to:
a. protect water quality,
b. stabilize slopes
c. provide unobstructed wayshowing and other signage
d. use native plants in construction and maintenance operations,
e. increase native habitat for pollinator/native/migratory species
f. disperse precipitation impacts,
g. act as living snow fences,
h. calm traffic,
i. preserve or enhance views to and from the river/GRR/MRT,
j. enhance byway curb appeal, and
k. manage removal of trees affected by Emerald Ash Borer and
reestablish native vegetation.

H. Scenic Easements/Areas: Protect scenic easements/scenic areas by
incorporating them in Great River Road mapping so they are known to transportation project managers and
local authorities.

I. More and better river crossings: Work with adjacent states to enhance opportunities to cross the river safely
by vehicle, bicycle and foot. Include opportunities to interpret the river, provide wayshowing and pedestrian
resting.

J. Historic Roadside Properties: Map/restore/maintain historic roadside
properties (e.g. New Deal) along the Great River Road according to the
Secretary of Interior Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties.

K. Provide and maintain safe pull-offs and rest areas for motorists to
experience the Mississippi River from the roadside. Tell the river’s stories and encourage longer stays at these
locations by incorporating and maintaining Great River Road interpretation seen and accessed from the byway as
an intended part of the byway experience. Map sites for marketing, travel and maintenance uses.

L. Anticipated Intrusions: Minimize intrusions on the Mississippi River Valley visitor’s experience by:
a. Analyzing potential impacts in a state or states utilizing the Great River Road asset mapping and other
geospatial data related to the proposed intrusion.
b. Recommending impact avoidance, minimization, and mitigation.
c. Recommending screening views from the byway and river of adjacent developments and existing
conditions that are not aesthetically compatible with the character of a byway.
d. Using a minimum 50’ native vegetative buffer to screen utility corridors seen from the byway. Work
with Utility Commissions to require this by the utility companies.
e. Applying dark sky principles to transportation design to safeguard the night views.
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4. Great River Road Intrinsic Resources
The following strategies will enable the MRPC to protect, enhance and promote byway intrinsic resources:
A. Map Great River Road intrinsic resources by working with the ten state Natural Resource and Historical
Society agencies, Network of Great River Road Interpretive Centers (IC), Mississippi River Connections
Collaborative and local intrinsic resource managers to provide the official, correct and maintained GIS
inventory of Great River Road intrinsic resources for the purpose of:

 Informing MRPC, Natural Resource and Historical Society agency and partner planning, management
and promotion of Great River Road intrinsic resources,

 Assisting travelers in trip planning and while traveling with drivable print, website, mobile app,
interpretive panel, and other maps including this information,

 Informing marketing by MRPC, state Commissions, state Natural Resource, Historical Society, and
Tourism agencies, destination marketing organizations, ICs and other intrinsic attractions.

 Informing Transportation planning, scoping, design, construction and
maintenance to improve wayshowing and byway access to the sites;
Great River Road Intrinsic Resources to Map:
a. Scenic, recreation, natural, historic, archeological and cultural
b. Great River Road Interpretive Center Network,
c. Wayshowing from the byway to intrinsic resources,
d. Interpretive panels not within the right of way, and
e. Other travel amenities within the right of way,
B. Assess mapped intrinsic resources to determine their significance and applicability to CMP strategies.
C. Confirm which Great River Road Interpretive Plan theme(s) Interpretive Centers feature, their relationship to the
byway, visitor accessibility, and comfort features.
D. Compile examples of ordinances and laws that protect, enhance and promote intrinsic resources.
E. Enhance and promote facilities for recreating on and along the river, e.g. boating, fishing, hiking, sitting.
F. Identify agricultural tourism sites that interpret how food is produced, transported, and ends up on dinner tables.
G. Map Great River Road designated scenic easements and scenic areas, then work with local communities to
protect them as part of local decision-making and permitting.
H. Expand use of MN-MRPC’s Visual Resource Protection Process, adapted from
National Park Service’s Great River Road process, to all ten states to preserve,
enhance and promote views to and from the river. Include public nominations of
views, then assess scenic views with CVBs, engineers, and elected officials so they
can better consider scenic resource management when permitting and marketing.
I. Encourage scenic conservation throughout the byway corridor. Partner with organizations (Departments of
Natural Resources, Trust for Public Land, Sierra Club, Izaak Walton League, etc.) to protect scenic resources
through conservation or scenic easements, transfers of development rights, or guidelines for development.
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5. Great River Road Interpretation and Storytelling
The following strategies will enable the MRPC to protect, enhance and promote the Great River Road:

A. Continue implementing the Great River Road Interpretive Plan and Toolkit.
B. Map and assess existing Great River Road interpretive panels in all ten states.
Develop a palette of existing interpretation, guidance for new designs aiming for
some consistency, add to maps, and encourage needed maintenance.

C. Use the Interpretive Center themes to develop stories of the river. Examples:
• “Flash Cards” feature interpretive themes and associated ICs
• Passports to move people from IC to IC along the Great River Road.
• Interpretive Center trails developed by theme.

D. Make at least one visit annually to every Interpretive Center.
E. Train and inform Destination Marketing Organizations, local businesses and ICs about
the GRR and IC network through a front-line training session/kit.

F. Maintain Interpretive Center GRR network signage.
G. Add new Interpretive Centers to print and online maps, apps etc.
6. Great River Road Marketing
The following strategies will enable the MRPC to promote the Great River Road and intrinsic resources:

A. Incorporate ADA-compliant accessibility in website, app, and print materials.
B. Develop GRR/MRPC marketing sponsorship package(s).
C. Consider updating the app and online map with the MRT alignment as a GRR
recreation resource once it has been assessed for bicycle facility design guide
compliance and rider safety guidance is developed.

D. Map and promote multimodal options and connection points by partnering with Amtrak,
local transit, excursion ports, marinas and airports.

E. Work with Mississippi River Country to develop downloadable themed itineraries and
hospitality training for Interpretive Center staff.

F. Work with Mississippi River Country to integrate multiple languages, where applicable
and feasible, in online/app/print material.

G. Research Chinese and other foreign market interests in agritourism and hands on
experiences, then develop interpretation options in those languages.

H. Utilize the logo usage policy when providing GRR alignment and Pilot’s wheel files to
city/DMOs/IC/county/city/state/Federal for use on their maps.
2018 Ten-State Great River Road Corridor Management Plan
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7. Great River Road Organization – Mississippi River Parkway Commission
The following strategies will enable the MRPC to develop the Great River Road and protect, enhance and
promote its intrinsic resources:
A. Reinforce the MRPC Mission by including it on all MRPC documents: To lead in preserving, promoting, and
enhancing the Great River Road National Scenic Byway along the Mississippi River benefiting communities
and travelers.
B. Include MRPC and Great River Road state statutes in new member
orientation and MRPC state PowerPoints, and ensure each Board of
Director and standing committee member read them as a guide for
their MRPC activities and requests for state agency support.
C. Use the benefits of MRPC membership document to express gratitude
for support and accomplishment to dues paying states, then to engage
state transportation, natural resources, agriculture, historical society,
commerce and tourism in CMP implementation of specific strategies.
D. Use the benefits of MRPC membership document to express gratitude
for specific support and accomplishment provided by non-dues
paying states, then encourage dues payment and increased
participation by state transportation, natural resources, agriculture,
historical society, commerce and tourism in CMP implementation of
specific strategies.
E. MRPC Board of Directors and Technical Committees to identify
member agency and legislative priorities that align with and could
leverage value from Great River Road corridor management plan
implementation to encourage participation of Technical members.
F. Invite Federal agencies from the Mississippi River Connections
Collaborative, plus FHWA, Commerce and US Forest Service to
MRPC meetings as partners in CMP implementation who can provide
technical and fiscal project support for specific strategies that facilitate
their agencies’ work.
G. If FHWA opens nominations, the MRPC will seek All American
Road designation in all ten states.
H. Ask Congress (Non-Technical members only) to reinstate the National Scenic Byway grants for eligible
activities described in Transportation Alternatives Program as well as
interpretation, planning, and marketing described in Transportation
Equity Act for The 21st Century.
I.

Develop corporate partnerships offering byway travelers discounts or
coupons, Great River Road brochures at corporate locations, and
sponsor active living strategies. Examples:
a. Sporting goods
b. Healthcare providers
c. Bicycle companies

J. Develop an Interpretive Center recognition program to encourage
MRPC CMP implementation and meeting participation.
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8. Great River Road Partner Education and Engagement
The following strategies will enable the MRPC to develop the Great River Road and protect,
enhance and promote its intrinsic resources:
A. Increase MRPC/byway awareness using the Pilot’s wheel and MRPC mission on
correspondence and collateral materials.
B. Tailor messages to the subject matter expertise of the audience so they can assist or benefit from specific MRPC
efforts without being overwhelmed by the breadth of Commission work.
C. Invite governors, legislators, tribal members, mayors/Mississippi River Cities and Towns Initiative,
Transportation, Natural Resource, Historical Society, Agriculture, and Tourism state agency leaders, host state
businesses, tourism professionals, IC staff and Geotourism sites to attend MRPC meetings.
D. Meet with governors, legislatures and mayors/Mississippi River Cities and Towns Initiative to align efforts,
support programs and projects, leverage resources, and seek Federal support.
E. Work Federal and state agencies to identify the economic benefit of the Great River Road, the apply byway
benefits as part of the benefit/cost analysis on Federal or state projects in the river corridor.
F. Create an annual MRPC Great River Road report for online posting, partner education, and funding
requests/thank yous, meetings, press releases, and e-newsletters including:
a. Ten state commerce data illustrating byway tourism, transportation and intrinsic resource sectors.
b. ICs visitation rates, including MRPC promotion effects.
c. Great River Road economic impact and traveler interest/satisfaction/spending report.
d. Compiled and summarized state commission, MRPC and MRC accomplishments.
e. Corridor Management Plan implementation accomplishments and next steps.
G. Send a letter of gratitude and annual report to those who provided state dues or other resources each year.
H. Train MRPC members to participate in DOT project and planning public engagement meetings for project and
modal plan development along the GRR and MRT.
I.

Build corridor management synergy and competence with a periodic CMP
implementation newsletter that may include:
a. “Did You Know…” section about Great River Road trivia
b. “How To” section with resources, projects, best practices, etc.
c. MRPC member agency corridor management success stories
d. Frequently asked corridor management question/answer
e. A suggestion box to collect (and respond to) feedback

J. Encourage cities and businesses to promote the Great River Road as an amenity to attract young professionals.
K. Conduct geotourism-themed photo events featuring Great River Road eco-friendly places or activities.
L. Encourage on-site meetings. While use of technology can reach many with less, CMP implementation is most
effective for MRPC and local partners when on-site meetings provide context and personal interaction.
M. Work with tourism councils, convention and visitors bureaus, chambers of commerce and visitor centers to:
a. Identify local restaurants, groceries, and locally grown food to promote healthy food options or specialties
b. Leverage local river-related events
c. Train them to promote the Great River Road as a local national treasure
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9. Great River Road Byway Traveler
The following strategies will enable the MRPC to develop the Great River Road so
it serves byway traveler needs today and in the future:
A.

Measure effectiveness of byway traveler benefits including: 1) Great River
Road route/wayshowing, 2) access to intrinsic resources, 3) interpretation, 4)
marketing, and 5) trained IC and CVB front desk staff.

B.

Assess how byway intrinsic resources attract travelers to the Great River Road
and vice versa. Determine if marketing and wayshowing to the intrinsic
resources encourage travelers to stop, spend more time in the corridor, repeat
visitation. Determine if byway travelers help sustain local intrinsic resources
and how the byway affects local economies.

C. Developing a feedback tool to determine traveler recommendations for route
improvements and to know what is working well.
D.

Continue to use the National Advisory Committee on Travel and Tourism
Infrastructure 2018 survey of American Association of State Highway and
Transportation Officials Committee on Planning to develop measures that
demonstrate if byway traveler needs are being met and to encourage that
transportation infrastructure is maintained and developed according to the tenstate CMP and each of the ten-state’s Great River Road CMPs.

10. Great River Road Funding and Resources
The following strategies will assure resources the MRPC needs to develop the Great River Road and to
protect, enhance and promote its intrinsic resources:
A.

Develop talking points and presentation materials for MRPC Board of Directors, state Commission nontechnical members, local champions and partners to use to ask Congressional members to reestablish the
National Scenic Byway (NSB) grant program with the eligible activities as described in the
Transportation Equity Act for The 21st Century. Use strategies from the ten-state and ten state’s CMPs as
examples of need and opportunity, and past projects funded by NSB grants as examples of Great River
Road success.

B.

Visit local state and Federal agency/legislature/Congressional offices to encourage reestablishing the NSB
grant program. As needed, the MRPC should go to Washington, D.C. to continue the discussions.

C.

Meet with each non-dues paying state to identify how to secure a commitment to pay the National MRPC
dues, as well as fund agency staff time and travel to participate as MRPC members.

D.

Continue to research and pursue Federal, state and non-profit grant and private sector funding
opportunities for byway activities no longer eligible for transportation funds, including marketing,
interpretation, visitor centers and planning. Earmark MRPC reserves for specific CMP implementation
that can be used as local match, if required.

E.

Use the MRPC Endowment Fund to solicit donations for specific CMP strategy implementation, then
report back on accomplishments to donors.

F.

Establish Great River Road vehicle license plates in each of the ten states with funds going to the
Endowment to facilitate CMP implementation.
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America's Byways® is the umbrella term used for marketing the collection of 150 distinct and diverse roads
designated by the U.S. Secretary of Transportation. The definition of "scenic" reaches beyond breathtaking
vistas. All of America's Byways® are "scenic", representing the depth and breadth of scenery in America-natural and man-made panoramas; electrifying neon landscapes; ancient and modern history coming alive;
native arts and culture; and scenes of friends, families and strangers sharing their stories. America's Byways®
are gateways to adventures where no two experiences are the same.
The Federal Highway Administration invites YOU to come closer to America!!!
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